Christmas
Catalogue

Dear Friend,
Christmas is the time of year for remembrance.
We take stock of where we came from, and have a
moment to think about where we are going, as we
pursue the future with hope. Enjoy this holidays
and reach out to your loved ones with greetings and
warm wishes.

Merry Christmas
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Aged Tawny
PORT WINE SELECTION

SANDEMAN
10 Years Old

€13,69

With a redish and golden color,
typical in aged wines, it reveals an
aroma of great intensity, complexity
and elegance.

QUINTA DO VALLADO
10 Years Old
€17,55
A Tawny Port that combines
caramelized nuts, praline and candied
orange notes with tobacco hints,
which allow this 10 Years Old Tawny’s
an undisputed quality.

It stands out notes of ripe fruit, jam, nuts,
vanilla and raisins. On the mouth, the
Sandeman Tawny 10 Years is equally
aromatic, full bodied and velvety, with a
persistent and irresistible finish.

50cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

Rich, silky taste with the Tawny freshness
to which Quinta do Vallado has already
accustomed us to. The irrefutable primacy
of persistence and complexity of finish.

50cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

PORTAL
20 Years Old

€46,13

20 Year Old Tawny has a pale gold
colour from its long exposure in oak
casks of 550 liters where it also
developed great fragrance, character
and length of flavour.

GRAHAM’S
10 Years Old

€23,94

A Port Wine that is considered
artisanal production, Graham’s 10
Years Old Tawny Port is a tribute to
the passion for this production method
and a tribute to the craftmanship.

It's a lovely, lively wine with fresh acidity
alongside with good elegant fruit.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

It possesses a reddish-orange colour and
complex nutty bouquet, such as walnuts,
combined with honey and figs notes.
Port wine with a fruity, rich, velvety and
mellow flavour that enables a soft, long
and perfect finish.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

ANDRESEN
20 Years Old

€42,88

Lively tawny in colour, it shows an
intense of aroma of dry fruits, although
some notes of young red fruits are
also present.

VASQUES DE CARVALHO
20 Years Old
€81,43

It's full-bodied with some peppery notes.
The final is very long.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

Amber color with orange notes. The
aroma is characterized by an intensive
roasted vanilla and dried fruits,
complemented with spices and jam,
forming a complex and elegant bouquet.
On the palate its a wine full-bodied,
sweet, velvety and elegant. Despite its
age, it's a fresh wine, with good acidity,
and that runs to the mouth what the nose
had already demonstrated: vanilla, nuts
and wood aromas, finely surrounded by
fruit in syrup and jam.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol
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Aged Tawny
PORT WINE SELECTION

DALVA
30 Years Old

NIEPOORT
20 Years Old

€155,83

Dalva Tawny 30 Years rested in wood
casks during various years, in which,
the age mentioned on the bottle is the
average of a ‘ blend ‘ of several
«Harvest» Port wines.

€66,11

Niepoort Tawny 20 Years is a port with
a deep reddish-brown colour and
orange shades.
It presents a fantastic aroma and taste of
candied fruits and dried apricots and
nuances of nuts.

As this wine has aged for many years in
wood, it will present a golden colour with
greenish shades that will evolve until they
reach a very complex fragrance, in which
are enhanced the aromas of dried fruits,
wood, spices and toasted.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

DOW’S
30 Years Old

€93,69

This 30 Years Old Port is a beautifully
mature wine of great distinction. Pale
and delicate, with superb complexity.

GRAHAM’S
30 Years Old

€87,44

The expressiveness of wood works,
hand in hand, with the time to create
one of the greatest Port wines.

With a concentrated and nutty nose and a
full, fresh and lingering finish. It is a very
skilful blend, creating an excellent balance
between nutty oak and raisin fruit flavours.
Dow’s Thirty Years Old Tawny will surely
make any lunch or dinner a memorable one.
Fabulous accompaniment to chocolate.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

Possesses amber colour with a touch of
orange, magnificent dried fruit aroma and
a concentrated and mature palate with
fruity and honeyed suggestions.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

BURMESTER
30 Years Old

€80,81

A deep brown colour with a greenish
rim. A wine with impeccable
structure, great character and
triumphal finish.

PACHECA
30 Years Old

€52,51

This wine resulted of a blend of old
cask aged ports matures at Quinta da
Pacheca cool and tranquil cellar.
Here, over many years of ageing, the wine
takes on its amber tawny colour, slowly
developing the complex flavours and the
mouth luscious palate. Rich and elegant
nose with a delicate nuttiness and subtle
mellow notes of chocolate, butterscotch
and fine oak wood.

50cl 20%
capacity
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alcohol

A complex and powerful nose, with
prevailing aromas of dried fruit and spice,
combined with a subtle and refined hint of
vanilla. In the mouth it is concentrated,
silky and engaging.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

Aged Tawny
PORT WINE SELECTION

ANDRESEN
40 Years Old

€136,21

Lively tawny in colour, it shows an
intense of aroma of dry fruits, although
some notes of young red fruits are
also present.

SANDEMAN
40 Years Old

€97,66

A Port that reveals an excellent
balance, and that combines perfectly
the characteristics developed during
the aging in wood and the vivacity of
the wine it self.
This magnificent Port features a vibrant
golden amber color as well as a deep
bouquet, revealing intense aromas of
vanilla, oak and a hint of honey. On the
palate is equally complex, standing out
flavors of dried fruits, spices and nuts.

Layer after layer of smoke, fruit and wood.
Sweet and fruity with a bold body.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

PORTAL
40 Years Old

€106,15

The rare Portal 40 Year Old Tawny Port
is one of our most special wines.

TAYLOR’S
40 Years Old

€186,20

Decades of barrel ageing were necessary
for this wine to acquire a beautiful gold
colour with hints of emerald and a very
rich, complex and wonderful bouquet.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

Port with velvety and elegant style
acquired by Taylor’s characteristic
natural ageing conditions.
This is a quite old sublime wine, rich with
intense coffee aromas, honeyed and a
spicy touch. A Port for real connoisseurs
who like to savour time!

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

VISTA ALEGRE
40 Years Old White

€123,81

This wine is the result of the blend of
selected white wines of unique style
with average ageing in oak barrels of
40 years.

GRAHAM’S
40 Years Old

€161,13

This Port wine bears witness to the
passing of generations, since this
Port’s production is made by setting
wines apart, done by the many
generations of master oenologists.

The entire winemaking process, which is
monitored by the oenology team, takes
into account the grape varieties, their
degree of ripeness and the desired
sweetness.

50cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

Complex aroma and a balm that defies age
itself. Very fruity on the palate, with raisins
and roasted caramel and chocolate notes.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol
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Vintage
PORT WINE SELECTION

QUINTA DO VESÚVIO
2017 Vintage Port

QUINTA DO VESÚVIO CAPELA
2017 Vintage Port
€184,50
Quinta do Vesúvio Capela 2017 Vintage
Port Wine shows a lot of terroir sense.
In the nose reveals an incredible aromatic
complexity, with emphasis on the eucalyptus
and licorice balsamic, dried Mediterranean
herbs and black fruits.

€82,90

Quinta do Vesuvio Vintage Port 2017 wine
marks the 30th anniversary of the
acquisition of the historic property by the
Symington family. Although 2017 proved
being a challenging year, concentration,
intensity and exceptional structure are the
prominent features of this Vintage Port.
It reveals a balance and surprising freshness
that contradicts the results expected for such a
warm and dry year.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

GRAHAM’S
2017 Vintage Port

€97,54

Since the 19th century, this is the first
time that the Graham’s House has
declared two exceptional Vintage years
in two consecutive years.

DOW’S
2017 Vintage Port

€95,94

The weather conditions of 2017 resulted
in magnificent wines and the proof of it is
this Dow’s 2017 Vintage Port.
Deep in color, very floral aroma, with lavender
and predominance and notes of spices. On the
palate is a full-bodied Port; rich and with a
very elegant structure. It stands out the
incredible balance between fruit and tannins,
providing a dry and harmonious ending.

Deep purple in color and with a high viscosity
that reflects great concentration, Graham’s
2017 Vintage Port reveals incredible aromas of
blackberry, black plum and bergamot. In the
mouth it presents layers of black fruits,
punctuated by fresh notes of apricot.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

GRAHAM’S
2016 Vintage Port

€87,70

Graham’s Vintage 2016 is a wine that
represents the classic and timeless style
of the Graham’s house.

COCKBURN’S
2017 Vintage Port

€78,11

Its complexity, balance and structure
result in a persistent ending.
With a very opaque, almost black color,
Cockburn’s 2017 Vintage Port reveals an
extremely complex aroma, with evidence for
rock-rose, red fruit notes and some minerality.
On the palate reveals an intense and fruity
notes with spicy tannins.

On the nose it is possible to feel notes of black
berries and an incredible freshness provided by
mint and eucalyptus notes. On the palate, it is
an elegant Port, slightly dense, powerful and
complete, presenting fresh flavors and fine
tannins.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol
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Vintage
PORT WINE SELECTION

TAYLOR’S
2016 Vintage Port

€117,05

The keynotes of the 2016 vintage are
purity, refinement and structure. The
Taylor’s 2016 is characteristically elegant
and poised with exceptional quality.

CROFT
2016 Vintage Port

€87,49

The characteristically exuberant fruit and
heady herbal aromas are carefully
modulated and the wine is classical in its
proportions.

Deep purple black with a narrow magenta rim.
High notes of pure, intense woodland fruit with
lively accents of green apple, fresh plum and
raspberry. Around this core of bright, singing fruit
is a heady aura of gumcistus and wild herbs.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

Extremely perfumed with dark-berry and
currant aromas. Hints of earth and spices.
Full-bodied, round and medium sweet. Hints of
resin. Opulent yet restrained. Shows ripe and
beautiful fruit with clarity.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

DOW’S
2016 Vintage Port

€87,29

Dow’s Vintage 2016 features a deep and
vibrant color.

COCKBURN’S
2016 Vintage Port

€91,39

It is an elegant wine, with balanced
acidity and polished tannins, providing a
magnificent and persistent finish.

On the nose, it reveals an incredible aromatic
depth, in which it stands out notes of black
plum and schist powder with lovely floral notes
of rosemary and violets. On the palate is a
dense Port, well structured, balanced and with
very fine and spicy tannins.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

A sublime Port wine, with a dark and intense
bordeaux color, with a simple touch of ruby on
the edge. It is an incredibly aromatic and
complex Vintage, with notes of spices, herbs
and nuts. On the palate it is possible to note
the richness of the ripe red and black fruits and
spices.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

QUINTA DE RORIZ
2016 Vintage Port

€55,15

Quinta Roriz Vintage 2016 Port presents a
deep and vibrant color.

WARRE’S
2016 Vintage Port

€73,10

With an intense purple color, almost
opaque, Warre’s Vintage 2016 reveals
complex floral aromas, especially of
violet and rockrose.
On the palate it stands out lovely notes of ripe
black fruits and spices like nutmeg. It is a Port
Wine with a great freshness, provided by a
light acidity, which confers a harmonious
experience and a long and elegant finish.

75cl 20%
capacity
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alcohol

On the nose, reveals intense aromas of ripe
red fruits, a very typical characteristic from the
Vintage Ports of Quinta Roriz. On the mouth,
stands out the strong presence of red fruits
and among them delicious frutty notes of
strawberry and raspberry. This Port Wine
reveals an interesting mineral line, supported
by dry tannins that provide an excellent
balance and structure to the wine.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

Vintage
PORT WINE SELECTION

SANDEMAN QUINTA DO SEIXO
2015 Vintage Port
€57,95
Sandeman Quinta do Seixo Vintage 2015
reveals a very dark, almost opaque color.

QUINTA DO VESÚVIO CAPELA
2016 Vintage Port
€221,40
Only produced in years of exceptional
quality, the Port Capela da Quinta do
Vesuvio Vintage 2016 is just the third Port
wine to be declared a Capela Vintage.
A luxuriously perfumed and seductive bouquet
stands out on the nose, especially floral
aromas, like lavender, rockrose and eucalyptus.
On the palate, it is a full-bodied Port, with a
remarkable structure and simply exquisite. An
inspiring wine that reflects the incomparable
quality of the 2016 year.

In the nose, it is possible to feel aromas of
great intensity especially balsamic notes of
resin, cedar, tobacco box, spices such as
pepper, cloves and ginger, and a slight
presence of chocolate notes. In the mouth is a
full-bodied Port, with firm and powerful
tannins, a well integrated acidity, being
possible to feel the presence of spicy and resin
notes.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

GRAHAM’S
2000 Vintage Port

€102,30

Graham’s Vintage 2000 Port has a deep
ruby colour, of typical Graham’s balm,
where the ripe plum and blackberry are
prevalent and cistus suggestions abound.

FONSECA
2016 Vintage Port

€105,30

The Fonseca 2016 has the finely
constituted fruit which is a hallmark of
the house style, with an attractive
minerality. It is worth noting the quality of
the tannins, one of the key attributes of
the 2016 vintage.

Pleasantly mild Port Wine on the palate,
despite its youth. Full of pure wealth and
concentration, full-bodied, with great length,
intensity and clean finish on the mouth.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

The nose opens with very fine pure black fruit,
a fusion of black cherry, cassis and blackberry
jam aromas, with notes of crushed mint, an
ethereal fragrance of violets and undertones of
ripe tropical fruit.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

RAMOS PINTO
2000 Vintage Port

€70,12

Ramos Pinto Vintage 2000 is a quite fruity
with a complex aroma, combining ripe
plum, red fruit jam, small-berry fruit as
well as dark chocolate and pepper notes.

KROHN
2016 Vintage Port

€75,37

Deep ruby black with narrow purple rim.
Although the first impression is of an
ethereal purity, the wine develops an
intricate complexity in the glass .

Structured and full-bodied in the mouth,
finishes off in a seductive velvety way with a
hot and long aftertaste. High concentration of
firm tannins which provides ageing potential.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

A nose of wonderfully pure, vibrant red fruit,
with crisp aromas of cranberry, raspberry and
cherry and lively notes of plum and apricot.
Emerging in turn from behind this curtain of
fresh fruit are spicy aromas of black pepper
and nutmeg, warm notes of mocha and scents
of cedar wood and balsamic herbs.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol
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Rare
& Old
PORT WINE SELECTION

TAYLOR’S
Historic Edition Reserve Tawny

€67,99

Taylor's launches a limited edition of a Port Tawny Reserve Wine that intends to
celebrate its long history of pioneering and passion. The bottle specially developed for
this limited edition was inspired by bottles of wine made in England between 1715 and
1740. An intense orange core that fades into a reddish rim.

1L
capacity

20%

GRAHAM’S
“Ne Oublie” Very Old Port

The Symington family has released 656 bottles of a Port that dates back to the arrival of
their great-grandfather Andrew James Symington in Portugal in 1882. The family have
named this wine ‘Ne Oublie’ after the original Graham’s family motto and for the
company where Andrew Symington started his life’s work. Now 130 years later his direct
descendants have bottled one of the remaining three barrels.

75cl 20%

alcohol

capacity

5G FIVE GENERATIONS
Very Old Port

€1.660,50

a very old Port that was laid down by Jorge Serôdio Borges, great-great-grandfather. It
was he who started the family’s tradition of serving 100 year old Port on special
occasions. Was just bottled 1200 bottles of this wine and only 300 bottles are marketed.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

€6.975,00

alcohol

KOPKE
1965 Harvest Coffret

€264,76

If you are looking for a one of kind Port Wine, this Kopke Harvest 1965 is the one.
Considered 2015 Best Port Wine with a score of 98 points by the highly respected
magazine Wine & Spirits, this wine surprises by its aromatic notes of marzipan, honey
and roasted nuts it provides a perfect smooth finish.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol
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Rare
& Old
PORT WINE SELECTION

SANDEMAN
Vintage 2000 225th Anniversary Wood Box

€791,92

In this fantastic Sandeman Vintage 225 Years Wood Box, you can find a very
special collection of the Sandeman Vintage 2000 Port, which features six
different labels to collect: The Word; The Spirit; The Journey; The Craft; The
Pioneer; The Hat Cape.
The 225th Anniversary Collection celebrates the history, people, vision, and
stories of Sandeman. A limited edition of Sandeman 2000 Vintage Porto in
perfect condition for a toast to the visionary insight of the Founder, the man
who brought pleasure to so many across the five continents for the last 225
years. Enjoy the passion of an art and the exquisite taste of a Porto which
captures a moment in history.
Tasting Notes:
A Port Wine with an excellent complexity and intensity, where it
stands out beautiful aromas of sea air, spices like pepper and
cinnamon, balsamic notes and a slight presence of mint and red
and black fruits. In the mouth is a full-bodied Port, with a good
acidity, firm tannins and a long and complex finish.

75cl 20%
capacity

SANDEMAN
Vintage 2000 225th Anniversary Single Bottle

alcohol

€128,74

Selected by Sandeman for its unique and magnificent characteristics, Sandeman Vintage 225 Years – Word, is a wine that ages in bottle for a period of 20 to 25
years. Its ruby color reveals all the intensity of its aromatic notes of spices like pepper, cinnamon and also delicate notes of red and black fruits.
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WORD

SPIRIT

JOURNEY

CRAFT

PIONEER

HAT & CAPE

“MY WORD IS MY BOND”, the
motto that permeated the way
business was conducted in the
City of London in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries.

The founders brave, innovative
spirit propelled the Sandeman
brand across five continents,
where it is still very present
today.

The wine would take a
perilous one-hundred
kilometre journey down the
river Douro, facing the dangers
of the rapids, boulders and
shallow waters, before
reaching the cellars in Porto.

On the palate it stands out
lovely notes of ripe black
fruits and spices like
nutmeg. It is a Port Wine
with a great freshness,
provided by

On the palate it stands out
lovely notes of ripe black
fruits and spices like
nutmeg. It is a Port Wine
with a great freshness,
provided by a light acidity,

On the palate it stands out
lovely notes of ripe black
fruits and spices like
nutmeg. It is a Port Wine
with a great freshness,

Rare
& Old
PORT WINE SELECTION

TAYLOR’S
Harvest 1967

€431,27

Taylor’s has just launched the fourth limited edition of a 50-year old Port Wine, the 1967
Single Harvest. Its delicate mahogany color features a vibrant olive green rim. In the
nose, it presents a complex bouquet, and it is possible to feel the sweetness of apricot
notes, sawn wood, tobacco and floral aromas such as orange blossom and honeysuckle,
balanced on a caramel, marzipan and almond base.

75cl 20%
capacity

€24,99

To commemorate the house’s establishment in 1588 and the rich history of the oldest port
company in operation, the company has decided to produce a limited edition port, the
Croft 430th Anniversary Celebration Edition. It is perfect with cheese, especially a fine
cheddar. It is also delicious with dark chocolate and wild berry desserts.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

alcohol

NIEPOORT
Very Very Old Port

€1.722,00

To celebrate the 170º anniversary of the Niepoort their
were bottled 999 bottles VV Port Wine, where it was
intended to create wine that presented the
concentration and richness of original VV with the
refinement and purity of Niepoort wines. The Niepoort
VV Very Old Tawny is a deep brown colour with green
olives reflexes.

75cl 20%
capacity

CROFT
430th Anniversary

ANDRESEN
Harvest 1910

€2.670,86

Single Vintage Tawnies, known as Colheita Ports, are
the ultimate and rarest Tawnies. They are made from a
single harvest, and at Andresen it's only declare
Colheitas when the harvest is really exceptional. Once
bottled, Colheitas are ready for immediate drinking.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

KOPKE
Harvest 1976

€163,92

With an amber color and golden reflections, Kopke
Harvest 1976 is a wine of intense and complex aromas,
suggesting delicate notes of condensed milk, vanilla
and coffee. On the palate it is a soft and
well-structured Port wine that provides a lasting and
well balanced finish.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

alcohol
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Special
PORT WINE SELECTION

VASCO DA GAMA CHEST
2016 Vintage Port - 6 Bottle Collection

€690,65

A Chest full of wonders. We present an exclusive wood chest, celebrating the Portuguese nautical past. In this unique box, we selected 6 bottles of various
vintage 2016 Ports. The crops of 2016 produced unbelievably good wines, that with the passing of times, will turn into rare and valuable Ports.

FONSECA

WARRE’S

TAYLOR’S

CROFT

GRAHAM’S

DOW’S

The nose opens with very
fine pure black fruit, a
fusion of black cherry,
cassis and blackberry jam
aromas, with notes of
crushed mint.

On the palate it stands out
lovely notes of ripe black
fruits and spices like
nutmeg. It is a Port Wine
with a great freshness,
provided by a light acidity.

Deep purple black with a
narrow magenta rim. High
notes of pure, intense
woodland fruit with lively
accents of green apple,
fresh plum and raspberry.

Extremely perfumed with
dark-berry and currant
aromas. Hints of earth and
spices. Full-bodied, round
and medium sweet. Hints
of resin.

On the nose it is possible
to feel notes of black
berries and an incredible
freshness provided by mint
and eucalyptus notes.

On the nose, it reveals an
incredible aromatic depth,
in which it stands out
notes of black plum and
schist powder with lovely
floral notes.

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

VASCO DA GAMA CHEST
2016 Vintage Port - 12 Bottle Collection

€1353,00

A Chest full of wonders. We present an exclusive wood chest, celebrating the Portuguese nautical past. In this unique box, we selected 6 bottles of various
vintage 2016 Ports. The crops of 2016 produced unbelievably good wines, that with the passing of times, will turn into rare and valuable Ports.

FONSECA

WARRE’S

TAYLOR’S

CROFT

GRAHAM’S

DOW’S

The nose opens with very
fine pure black fruit, a
fusion of black cherry,
cassis and blackberry jam
aromas, with notes of
crushed mint.

On the palate it stands out
lovely notes of ripe black
fruits and spices like
nutmeg. It is a Port Wine
with a great freshness,
provided by a light acidity.

Deep purple black with a
narrow magenta rim. High
notes of pure, intense
woodland fruit with lively
accents of green apple,
fresh plum and raspberry.

Extremely perfumed with
dark-berry and currant
aromas. Hints of earth and
spices. Full-bodied, round
and medium sweet. Hints
of resin.

On the nose it is possible
to feel notes of black
berries and an incredible
freshness provided by mint
and eucalyptus notes.

On the nose, it reveals an
incredible aromatic depth,
in which it stands out
notes of black plum and
schist powder with lovely
floral notes.

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

capacity

alcohol
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Special
PORT WINE SELECTION

PREMIUM SINGLE BOTTLE CASE
Cadão Tawny

€20,20

A port wine resulting from a blend of different ports with their ages ranging from
three to nine years to ensure a freshness, youthfulness and especially the maturity of
its dried fruit bouquet. Its original red colour underwent transformation into reddish
hues by oxidative ageing in wooden barrels.

75cl 20%
capacity

€23,67

Graham’s Tawny Port is a more lightly textured and drier wine than the Ruby. It offers
a fine balance of fruitiness and nuttiness, derived from maturation in seasoned oak
cascs. A very versatile style of Port, suitable for drinking on any occasion.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

alcohol

PREMIUM SINGLE BOTTLE CASE
Dow’s Fine Tawny

€28,40

CLASSIC SINGLE BOTTLE CASE
Kopke Fine Tawny

€28,09

Appealing tawny colour. Dow's Fine Tawny manages to combine velvety smooth nutty
and caramel aromas with delicious ripe fruit such as apricots, with hints of raisins. On
the palate fresh, well balanced and with a long and slightly dry finish.

Dark purple color. Good tawny style. On the nose, hints of nuts and brown sugar. In the
mouth there are notes of fruits, brown sugar and black plums. Fresh with a slight
acidity. Nice ending.

75cl 20%

75cl 20%

capacity
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PREMIUM SINGLE BOTTLE CASE
Graham’s Fine Tawny

alcohol

capacity

alcohol

Special
PORT WINE SELECTION

CLASSIC SINGLE BOTTLE CASE
Portal Tawny 29 Grapes

€33,73

It is a very smooth, polished and elegant after dinner Port. It has wonderful depth of
colour, a great red fruit fragrance, very smooth on the palate with a fantastic character.
The excellent and complex finish is only possible in great Ports.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

CLASSIC SINGLE BOTTLE CASE
Portal Fine Tawny

€28,97

Called Tawny for its colour due to the ageing in oak, it reveals a dried fruits and raisins
aroma. The smoothness and the well balanced on the palate, give us a good idea of the
slowly ageing process. It has the complexity from the Tawnies but the irreverence from a
young Port.

75cl 20%
capacity

alcohol

CLASSIC
THREE BOTTLE CASE

€50,35

With an intense purple color, almost opaque,
Warre’s Vintage 2016 reveals complex floral aromas,
especially of violet and rockrose.

GRAHAM’S FINE TAWNY
It offers a fine balance of fruitiness and
nuttiness, derived from maturation in
seasoned oak cascs. A very versatile style of
Port, suitable for drinking on any occasion.

DOW’S FINE TAWNY
Dow's Fine Tawny manages to combine
velvety smooth nutty and caramel aromas
with delicious ripe fruit such as apricots,
with hints of raisins.

CADÃO TAWNY
A port wine resulting from a blend of
different ports with their ages ranging from
three to nine years to ensure a freshness,
youthfulness and especially the maturity of
its dried fruit bouquet.

75cl
capacity

20%
alcohol

75cl
capacity

20%
alcohol

75cl
capacity

20%
alcohol
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IPORTWINE.COM
help@iportwine.com
(+351) 238 609 892
Alves Martins Group, Lda
Zona Industrial, lote 17
3400-060 Oliveira do Hospital,Portugal
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